Gain a competitive edge with Strategy Insight for manpower planning

Altitude Insight
Altitude Insight a Strategic Resource Planner, will empower your airline to strategically plan
for cost-effective crew manpower levels, while ensuring crewmembers are qualified and
properly trained.
By seamlessly managing short-term and long-term planning requirements for every
applicable category of crewmember, Altitude Insight provides planners and senior
management with enhanced resource planning and decision-making capabilities, while
simultaneously enhancing the airline’s core competencies.

Facts
Determine the most efficient monthly block hours and reserve levels

Improve hiring decisions based on crew manpower forecasts

Deliver optimal training plans

Altitude Insight

Centralized Manpower Planning with
Requirements at a glance
Decision-makers can instantly obtain all
necessary information at-a-glance, which would
otherwise take days to compile from all the
various departments. With a dynamic and
integrated understanding of vacations, and other
pre-assigned crew activities, crewmember
availability can be assessed for several months at
a time, all from the information available from
one screen.

.

Advanced Scenario Planning of Optimized
Training
Altitude Insight’s advanced “what-if” capabilities
allow you to evaluate the impact of making
changes to your fleet, base transfers, changes in
training capacity, use of internal or external
facilities, contract negotiations, vacation periods
and a host of other possibilities.
With all relevant resource planning data
centralized in one environment – information that
would otherwise be gathered in a painstakingly
lengthy process – airlines can generate “Just-InTime” optimized crew training plans that allow for
the accurate forecast of future crew availability
and qualification levels, highlight potential
problems and provide tools to solve them.
By submitting bids for transition and training,
Altitude Insight’s interactive strategic resource
planner can capture crewmember preferences
that relate to career path, according to the crew
movement regulations at your airline.

Efficiency: a Cost Control Device
With complex staffing issues and continuous
planning modifications, airlines require costeffective tools that efficiently address the entire
manpower planning scope. By combining the
forecasted
operating
plan,
all
pertinent
crewmember information, training requirements
and capacities with AD OPT’s powerful
optimization, Altitude Insight provides your airline
with the tools required to determine:
1. The number of crew required
2. The surplus and/or shortage of crew
3. The crew movements based on crew bids and
rules
4. A just-in-time training program that will
optimally use the resources available
All with the goal of ensuring the proper number of
crewmembers will be qualified on time to operate
your flying program.
Through an optimized resource allocation
process, Altitude Insight can quickly deliver a
significant return on investment and consistent
cost savings that serve to enhance your planning
and forecasting capabilities.

Altitude Insight
Key Components for Strategic Resource Planning

Crew Interface

The Crew Interface is used by crewmembers to submit their equipment bids and vacation
bids, as well as to access published information.

Planner Interface

From this interface, manage all the information needed to generate and manage your
manpower requirements and manpower plan. Launch solvers, check for crewmember
surplus and shortages, and assess training resource availability - all this for scenarios that
can be a few weeks to a few years long.

Equipment Bid
Award Solver

The Training Requirements Solver is a solver used to automatically generate the mosteffective manpower training requirements plan. It consists of the ideal timeframe for
training the crew to efficiently meet the projected plan based on the actual training
capacity.

Training
Requirement Solver

The Equipment Bid Award Solver processes the entire group of eligible crewmembers at
once, and allocates crew movements to the desired base, equipment, and rank using
target allocations and rules.

Vacation Award
Solver

As an add-on module to Altitude Insight, the Vacation Award Solver is used to
automatically perform the vacation award (normally awarded on a yearly basis) and
supports re-bids, based on vacation slot availability, corporate rules, and crewmember
choices. The vacation solver can also calculate the best distribution of offered vacation
slots based on crew availability and schedule requirements.

The AD OPT Solutions Suite
AD OPT a comprehensive crew planning solutions provider, delivers powerful insight
for result-driven airlines. With AD OPT, airlines can link their crew planning activities to
strategic objectives in order to determine what is impacting productivity, profitability,
and crew satisfaction – then take decisive action to achieve operational excellence.
The AD OPT solutions suite delivers enhanced operational flexibility and cost control.
It enables you to automate and optimize your flight operations processes as they
relate to strategic planning, fleet and flight planning, and manpower planning.
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